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The anatomy of a disinformation campaign -- i.e., how far-
right extremists keep fooling the media into peddling their
deceptive (and dangerous) narratives about #antifa. 
 
My latest, for @NatObserver: 

Allegations against Portland antifa latest effort by far-right activists to …
Far-right activists descend on Portland weekly and usually bring violence, including
a very notable killing in May 2017. Local antifascist come out to defend minority
communities and other vulnerable…

https://tinyurl.com/yxkz3vgy

Someone tweeted the other day while all of this was going on that the incident

showed how useless local papers are. As I said then and will say again now, this

actually proved how invaluable they are. Local reporters were the only ones who got

the story right. 1/

This isn’t taking place in a vacuum. Far-right groups have descended on Portland

regularly for years, usually bringing violence with them. Local antifascist have seen

what unchecked far-right street rallies look like: They look like the two men

murdered by Jeremy Christian. 2/

Antifascists do a lot of work that you never hear about to protect their communities

from far-right extremists. The paradox of antifascism is that when they succeed, you

don't hear about it -- because they stopped something bad before it happened. 3/

So with that as context, let's look at what happened this weekend, what's true/what's

not, and how Portland Police Bureau (PPB) failed the community (again). 

 

Most of the confusion/chaos/falsehoods online stem from a single tweet sent by PPB.

The cement milkshake tweet. 4/
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When PPB sent the tweet, they didn't say where the info came from or whether it had

been confirmed. As of today, the info is still unsubstantiated. (They didn't respond to

my repeated requests for clarification). 

 

But their tweet gave the far-right the fuel they needed. 5/

(Quick point of clarification: When I say that Jeremy Christian is the result of

unchecked street rallies, I am referring to his attendance at a Patriot Prayer rally

shortly before he murdered the two men on the train). 6/ 
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This isn’t taking place in a vacuum. Far-right groups have 
descended on Portland regularly for years, usually bringing 
violence with them. Local antifascist have seen what unchecked 
far-right street rallies look like: They look like the two men 
murdered by Jeremy Christian.  2/
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57 people are talking about this

Far-right Twitter users, including many "blue checkmarks" with large platforms like

Jack Posobiec, Laura Ingraham, Paul Joseph Watson, and Ian Miles Cheong, jumped

on PPB's tweet and regurgitated the unsubstantiated rumor as fact. 

 

And some went further. 7/
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